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Preface 

This monograph is the result of a research project sponsored by the Center for 

Interdisciplinary Studies of Writing at the University of Minnesota. Each year, the Center 

invites University of Minnesota faculty members to propose projects, workshops, and 

topics in the following areas: 

• characteristics of writing across the University's curriculum; 

• status reports on students ' writing ability at the University; 

• the connections between writing and learning in all fields; 

• the characteristics of writing beyond the academy; 

• the effects of ethnicity, race, class, and gender on writing; and 

• curricular reform through writing. 

This particular monograph illustrates what can happen when we work on the 

problems of writing within the University in a truly collaborative way. Professor Roger 

Martin of Landscape Architecture approached the Center for Interdisciplinary Studies of 

Writing with an interesting questions: Can the addition of writing into the curriculum in a 

two-quarter design sequence improve the ability of students to design projects in 

landscape architecture? He was aware of the skepticism about the use of writing in a 

highly visual field of design, but he was also aware of our interest in promoting writing 

as a medium for learning in all fields We were able to provide him with materials and 

information, as well as an able research assistant, Jean Spraker, who was familiar with 

the literature in the "writing across the curriculum" movement The project that resulted 

combined the best of research into pedagogical practices from composition studies and 

landscape architecture. 



   

Martin and his team of colleagues and research assistants implemented three kinds of 

writing workshops integrated into design projects conducted over two quarters. They 

used naturalistic methods the students' design work. The kinds of evaluations used in the 

project are familiar to landscape architecture, but new to composition studies: comments 

from potential clients, juried exhibitions judged by practicing landscape architects, as 

well as formal responses from architects teaching the courses. The results were mixed, 

but even when the researchers could not argue that the designs were superior, they still 

found that students planned to use their writing exercises in future work. As one student 

wrote, "Through writing one must analyze, compare, and draw conclusions constantly. 

This process is also design. Writing complements design and helps you understand the 

process." In the more obviously successful cases, clients outside the university found the 

students ' presentations on their proposed projects more professional than those of 

practicing landscape architects, and the team attributed this response to the care the 

students took in written planning.  

Readers in the field of landscape architecture, as well as others in a number of 

visually-oriented fields, will find useful ideas for writing exercises in the monograph. We 

encouraged Martin and his team to use this monograph as an archive; readers will find a 

helpful bibliography, as well as actual writing assignments and class materials in the 

appendices. In addition, the monograph includes many samples of student writing, 

sketches, and responses to exercises. Many readers from the field of composition studies 

will find models for "authentic audiences" for classroom-based writing in this project. It 

is also an excellent description of the Steps this team took to make their design 

curriculum more "writing intensive." 



   

Throughout this project, we were indebted to the research assistants who kept careful 

records on the activities reported here: Paul Damon from Landscape Architecture, Jean 

Sparker from the Program in Composition and Communication, and Joyce Malek, from 

the Center for Interdisciplinary Studies of Writing. We also appreciate the collaborative 

spirit of Professor Martin's colleagues from the Department of Landscape Architecture: 

Roger Clemence and Stacy Moriarty, as well as Michael Marxen, a practicing landscapes 

architect with the U .S. Fish and Wildlife Service in Minnesota. 

We believe this monograph tells a story that will be empowering to many faculty 

members and departments as they seek to improve both their teaching of basic course 

material and the writing of students in the programs. 

 

 

Lillian Bridwell-Bowles, Director; 
Craig Hansen, Research Fellow; 
Joyce Malek, Research Fellow; 

February 1992 
 



   

Chapter One 

Introduction 

Writing and Design 

Design instruction in many landscape architecture programs has traditionally 

separated writing from development of design skills. Many design instructors believe that 

an emphasis on written communication within the context of design instruction might 

hinder the development of basic design skills. The unstated truism behind this avoidance 

of writing is that an emphasis on writing hinders students ‘ abilities to visualize fonI1 and 

place. 

Writing is seen from this perspective as a product of left-brain, systematic 

labeling and symbolizing (Edwards, 1987). Design instructors often suggest that only 

when courses allow the visual and intuitive side of the brain to take over will students be 

able to generate truly open, creative options. Many believe that if the left brain’s 

emphasis on verbal labeling is dominant, only traditional design solutions can emerge 

because the mind cannot be set free from standard, verbal definitions and rigid categories 

of thinking. Therefore, true design creativity can only emerge when designers are set free 

from these constraints to envision form directly by visual representation (Edwards 1987). 

Typically, writing in landscape architecture’s design education is confined to 

peripheral courses, such as design theory, history, and professional practice. In these 

courses, writing is used to communicate ideas, explore technical issues, and develop 

professional communication skills. Writing is also used in presentations of final design 

ideas within the context of design studio courses. In these courses, students are normally 

asked to develop documents, like brochures, that combine both written text and graphic
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images to communicate with hypothetical clients. However, the use of writing in courses 

that emphasize design skill development is rare. In most design courses, presentations are 

oral and no written work is required. 

Students in Landscape Architecture in university environments such as the 

University of Minnesota receive a solid basis in writing and communication that prepares 

them for professional practice. They take an advanced composition course for students in 

technical fields in addition to their basic course in college composition. They also take 

public speaking and a course in technical writing in the profession. In general, however, 

writing is not systematically incorporated into the design courses of the curriculum. 

Design classes are seen as sites for integrating information from other courses in the 

curriculum and comprise over twenty- five percent of the professional program. In short, 

writing is seen as an important means for communicating designs to clients or as the 

medium of theoretical and historical reflection on the discipline; it is not, however, seen 

as a tool for learning or engaging in the core activity of landscape architecture, the 

production of designs. 

This study argues that writing can playa valuable role in design process skills 

such as form-giving and place-making, and that it is not necessary to separate verbal and 

visual skills in order to create high quality design solutions. 

Studio Environment 

Traditionally, design teaching in landscape architecture is organized around a 

physical space, the design studio. Approximately fifty percent of the landscape 

architecture education at the University of Minnesota, like other design schools, is 

developed in the context of a studio. This studio is often a large room within which each 
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of the students (approximately thirty at the University of Minnesota) is assigned a 

generous desk and related space. Often, these rooms are wide-open so that little 

separation occurs between desks and communication between students is maximized. 

The students often personalize their studio space and spend extra hours beyond 

class time in them. Often, studios are open around-the-clock so that students can continue 

to work on their design projects as long as necessary to complete the assignments. As a 

result, a great deal of informal discussion occurs between students about their projects 

and experiences in other related classes. The place becomes a study environment for 

group learning. 

In addition to the assigned design spaces, an area in the room is often set aside for 

informal group discussions that involve either the total group of students or smaller 

clusters of faculty and students. The space is quite flexible so that group activities can 

easily be carried out as necessary. Many design project assignments involve group 

activities and students become comfortable working together .The total environment has 

proven an effective device for learning in design instruction. 

Case Study Method in the Design Curriculum 

In design studios, professors typically focus instruction via case studies. Students 

are assigned a project, often for a real, specified site, and asked to come up with a 

creative design solution, either individually or jointly, to the problem posed. Within the 

University of Minnesota’s landscape architecture curriculum, work with this design-

problem format and the studio environment centers around three major of design: 

developing students’ sensitivity to design issues and an aesthetic awareness of form and 
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three-dimensional space; exploring and enriching their design process as they solve the 

various projects; and developing creative ideas in response to the specific problems. 

Project Goals and Objectives 

Out of our belief in the value of writing for design instruction, we looked for ways 

in which writing could be shown relevant to the design environment We focused our 

study on coupling writing with visual symbolizing skills. Specifically for this project, we 

chose to investigate the relationship of writing to three essential design skills: 1) 

observation and problem definition, 2) creative idea-making, and 3) idea communication. 

These skills were selected because we believed them to be essential in the design process 

and because we felt that they could be enhanced through writing. 

Design instructors see observation and problem definition skills as essential first-

level skills in developing capable designers. Thus, the first objective of the research was 

to evaluate whether writing could improve observation and problem definition. Secondly, 

because creative idea-making is essential to solving design problems with uniqueness and 

quality, our second objective was to evaluate how writing could improve idea-making 

abilities. Finally, because effectively communicating design ideas is essential to selling 

one’s ideas, our third objective was to evaluate how writing in conjunction with graphic 

presentation could improve skills in communicating ideas. We planned three writing and 

design units to help students develop their observation, idea-making, and communication 

skills: 1) writing and observation, 2) writing and ideation, and 3) writing to communicate. 
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Chapter Two 

The Study 

The Program, Courses, and Professors 

The Landscape Architecture degree programs at the University of Minnesota are 

structured around a five-year course of study for a bachelor’s degree and a four-year 

course for a graduate Master’s degree. We conducted the study in the first two design 

courses (LA 3081: Making Landscape: Space and Place and LA 3082: Ecological and 

Aesthetic Informants of Design) of a three-year design sequence. These first two courses 

in the Landscape Architecture design sequence introduce landscape palette (land forms, 

plants, structures), space-making, and environmental and ecological considerations in the 

creation of evocative and culturally meaningful places. Students develop skills in visual 

and environmental observation and analysis through collaborative and individual 

projects. Most of the class sessions for each course in the study were held in the studio. 

Our writing research was undertaken in conjunction with group and individual projects in 

these design courses. In the group projects, instructors typically divided me twenty-nine 

students in these classes into groups of four or five for the design projects. Faculty 

provided guidance to students through periodic and informal discussions in the class 

during the projects, and juries of faculty members and outside evaluators who were not 

formally involved in the class provided the final critiques and discussion at each project’s 

end. 

The first design studio course, taught Fall quarter, 1989, by Professor Roger 

Clemence and Stacy Moriarty, concentrated on developing three-dimensional design 

skills through model building. Professor Clemence is Associate Dean of the College of 
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Architecture and Landscape Architecture and the co-author of Meanings of Place, a 

television series produced by the University. He teaches various design studios in 

landscape architecture as well as courses on place and townscape. His classes in the past 

have used observation and journal-keeping as means of developing professional skills. 

Stacy Moriarty is a local practicing landscape architect and an adjunct faculty member at 

the University of Minnesota. 

In Clemence and Moriarty’s Making Landscape course, class discussions and 

juried pre-sensations explored the role of design theory in the relationship between 

human activities and the creation of volumetric space. The ability to observe and analyze 

existing spaces plays an important role in the development of design skills, and it was 

reinforced in this first studio through sketching and place description assignments. The 

first writing workshop was planned to intersect with the observation and analysis project 

in the course. 

In the second term of the design sequence landscape architecture students take 

Informants of Design. Professor Clemence was joined by Michael Marxsen, a practicing 

landscape architect with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in Minnesota. The goal of 

Informants of Design was to help students develop skills and understanding in five areas: 

1) aesthetic principles as a force in form making; 2) ecology as a consideration in 

landscape architectural design; 3) writing as a resource in design ideation; 4) writing as a 

resource in design communication; and 5) overlay drawing as a means for seeing, 

designing, and presenting (objectives three and four were added to reinforce this study’s 

effort). The instructors used a theatrical analogy in their course syllabus to explain the 

relationship of Informants of Design to the rest of the landscape architecture design 
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curriculum and to provide a rubric for activities within the course. They called the course 

“Act II” in the nine-“act” sequence of design courses and explained that within the course 

were three “scenes”: an individual design project where the focus was a knoll located on 

the University’s St. Paul campus; a field trip, with related readings and exercises that 

stressed ecological data collection and analysis; and a group design project for which the 

outcome was to be a headquarters site design for a U. S. Fish and Wildlife refuge in 

Meeker County, Minnesota. Two additional workshops were planned to intersect with the 

first and third site design projects. One, devoted to writing and idea-making, coincided 

with the St. Paul campus knoll site assignment. The other final writing workshop focused 

on communications issues during the final stages of the wild1ife refuge design project. 

In addition to the two design studio courses, the students also enrolled in their 

first class in landscape architectural graphics, Basic Visualization. Taught by Professor 

Roger Martin, this class introduced many of the students to visual and drawing skills. As 

past chairman of the Landscape Architecture Program at the University of Minnesota, 

Professor Martin has helped develop the design curriculum and has focused his research 

on developing creative design devices and problem-solving skills. Sketching, drafting, 

and journal-keeping were important parts of this class, and coincided with the 

requirements of the design courses. Keeping a sketch journal had played a small role in 

this landscape graphics class in the past Professor Martin expanded its role in the class 

during this research project. 

The Students 

Students enrolled in the design studio courses included both graduate and 

undergraduate students. They were concurrently enrolled in their first ten-week course of 
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the landscape architectural graphics course sequence (LA 1025: Basic Visualization). To 

find out more about the students participating in the study, we gave them a questionnaire 

that asked about their backgrounds in design and visual arts and about their experiences 

with writing. The participants in the study were an approximately equal mix of female 

and male students (thirteen and sixteen, respectively) with ages ranging from twenty to 

thirty-six, the average around twenty-eight. They came from a broad range of educational 

and vocational backgrounds; six of the twenty-nine were graduate students with previous 

degrees varying from studio arts to urban forestry. 

The graduate students reported a higher level of previous writing experience from 

both school and jobs than the undergraduates. The undergraduate students’ writing was 

generally limited to required schoolwork. Approximately seventy percent of them had 

little previous writing experience and did little or no journal-keeping. Eighteen of the 

twenty-nine students reported having written some kind of journal, but only six reported 

writing journals outside of class. Nine of twenty-nine reported feeling positive about 

writing; eight reported feeling neutral; and eleven felt negative. Interestingly, when asked 

about how they saw the link between writing and design, five of the nine who indicated 

positive feelings about writing cited some form of creativity .In general, students gave no 

response or focused on writing to communicate ideas or express themselves, while others 

suggested that writing and design were the same. 

The Research Team 

Three individuals worked cooperatively with the instructors and students in the 

three writing workshops. Professor Roger Martin, from the Landscape Architecture 

Program faculty, directed the project. Project research assistants were Paul Damon, a 
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graduate student in Landscape Architecture and graphics instructor in the program, and 

Jean Spraker, a doctoral candidate in American Studies and an instructor in the 

University’s Program in Composition and Communication with an interest in the writing-

across-the-curriculum movement. The team collaboratively developed the workshop 

activities. 

Literature Search 

Initially, we conducted a literature search to explore the history of writing 

techniques within the context of design courses and to find techniques, which might be 

useful to each of the three project objectives. While we found little material indicating the 

history of writing techniques used in design courses [studies at Ball State University have 

illustrated quality writing accomplished in the context of the design studio; unfortunately, 

the specific writing techniques used were not available to us for this study], we unearthed 

many effective techniques and methods in both the design and composition fields that we 

could employ to achieve our objectives for the workshops. We adapted specific exercises 

for the writing workshops from the journals and textbooks of both composition and 

design education. Previous research projects exploring the relationship between writing 

and design often suggested methods for introducing and examining the project issues 

within a workshop. The work of Fulwiler (1980,1987 discussed below) and Koberg and 

Bagnell (1976) seemed to be the most useful in this context Articles and texts in the 

composition field provided the researchers with basic understandings of the pedagogical 

issues concerning the writing process and were consulted for their examples of 

methodology organization and critical analysis. (See the Bibliography. beginning on page 

57, for the results of this literature search.) 
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Integrating Writing into the Design Curriculum 

Based on our search of the literature our experiences as teachers, and the goals 

and constraints of the courses involved in the study, we settled on two methods for 

integrating writing into design: journals and writing workshops. As previously 

mentioned, students in Landscape Architecture were encouraged to use design journals to 

record their visual ideas about design in the related course in graphic communication. 

Basic Visualization. Toby Fulwiler, a writing-across-the-curriculum specialist, provided 

us with a starting point for asking design students to keep a journal that incorporated both 

visual and vernal notations. Fulwiler (1980) points out me potential uses of journal 

writing in all fields of study. His discussion convinced us to use the journal as the 

primary means of recording and evaluating the students’ work and their responses to the 

research projects. We asked students to record in their journals their design studio 

assignments, exercises, observations, and thoughts. The students also wrote a reflection 

statement in their journals after each design project in the study. They were asked to 

evaluate the influence of the writing exercises on their design work, process, or changes 

in their initial perceptions. 

Students participated in three concentrated writing workshops scheduled within 

the context of their design projects. These workshops were offered in the design studio to 

provide information and practice for the writing techniques. Each workshop was carefully 

designed to explore the three skills we had chosen to investigate: observation and 

problem definition, creative idea-making, and idea communication. The writing 

workshops complemented the design studio content and product objectives. We timed the 

workshops to coincide with appropriate moments in the students’ analytic or design 
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processes, as well as to provide guidance for the specific requirements of the design 

project. Exercises in the Landscape Architectural Graphics Course (Basic Visualization) 

helped prepare students for the studio and research project. Integrated drawing and 

writing assignments in Basic Visualization reinforced the importance of translating 

between vernal and visual symbolizing. Within each workshop, exercises used small 

group activities and one-on-one interaction interspersed with individual journal writing. 

Researchers summarized discussions carried out in the workshops on overheads and 

blackboards. 

Evaluation of the Study 

We evaluated the usefulness of the writing emphasis in the design courses by 

examining several sources of information. First, we looked at the students’ journal 

writing related to the workshop exercises and to project-related assignments instructors 

asked students to record in the journals. We also reviewed specific journal entries we 

called “reflections” that students added at the completion of their design projects. These 

entries provided important infom1ation about the value of the exercises to the students 

and about the role writing was playing in their design process. Third, the course 

instructors’ observations on the development processes and final products of the design 

studio projects provided valuable infom1ation. Fourth, guest reviewers’ comments on the 

quality of the final project presentations provided another source of data. Finally, we 

naturally drew on our own experiences of the workshops, course work, and final 

presentations. 

The analysis we provide on this project is impressionistic and descriptive for good 

reasons. Our goal of tracking the relevancy of writing to design was exploratory .We 
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wanted to see, in general, what happened when writing was introduced into the design 

studio at various points in the design process. The sample size (approximately 30 

students) of our study was fairly small, and numerous confounding factors (e.g., 

individual student background, challenges of teamwork, a cramped course schedule, and 

the students’ needs to master techniques of visual representation during the project) 

affected the outcome of students ‘ use or feelings about writing in design. 

Given these factors, we felt that the best way to evaluate and present the results of 

our exploratory study was to provide a description of the design studio context along with 

representative samples of students’ work and reflections, supplemented by our 

impressions and those of their project reviewers. In the next three sections of this 

monograph, we provide samples of these basic data and then reflect on the general 

patterns that emerged in students ‘ uses of and attitudes toward writing in our summary 

and conclusions sections. 

Chapter Three 

Writing and Observation 

Observation Project in Basic Visualization and Making Landscape 

One goal in both landscape architecture courses, Basic Visualization and Making 

Landscape, is to help students acquire observational skills to understand and represent the 

character and attributes of a particular site. As mentioned earlier, Basic Visualization 

emphasizes graphic representation, while Making Landscape emphasizes familiarity with 

the “palette” (landforms, plants, structures) that creates emotionally evocative and 

culturally meaningful places. The first few assignments in Making Landscape introduce 

students to the landscape palette primarily through three-dimensional model-making in 
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the studio environment. About two thirds of the way through the quarter, however, the 

students are asked to observe the landscape first-hand.  

With the overlapping goals of landscape observation in both Basic Visualization 

and Making Landscape, Professors Martin and Clemence designed a joint-venture place 

exploration assignment aimed at developing the students’ abilities to observe and record 

landscape space. For eight days, students, working in teams of four or five, explored 

assigned segments of the Nicollet Mall corridor in downtown Minneapolis. Earlier in the 

ten-week quarter the students had acquired some knowledge through articles and 

discussions about landscape-related design and visual communications issues. They had 

experimented with a variety of drawing and design-based visua1ization techniques. They 

had not been asked to write during earlier stages of the course, though readings included 

examples of annotated drawings and essays about places by landscape architects. Now 

they were asked to visit a place, record its characteristics and come to an understanding 

of its “essence”. 

The project offered a “full plate” of landscape experiences. The study area varied 

greatly from one zone to the next: the corridor went from a formal sculpture garden 

adjacent to the Walker Art Center, through pastoral Loring Park, to a greenway 

punctuated by residential high-rises, along the sunken Peavey Plaza outside Orchestra 

Hall, and then through two zones along Nicollet Mall filled with downtown business and 

retail concerns. 

There was a “full plate” in a pedagogical sense, also. From a design perspective, 

students were asked to increase their awareness of a variety of place-defining 

characteristics, including: the nature and quality of edges; the marking of arrivals; the 
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impact on “placeness” of level changes; the role of color, light and dark; the impacts of 

vegetation, water, textures, scale, proportion, and sequencing of spaces. In order to 

underscore visually how these characteristics form places, students watched a segment 

from a University-produced video series entitled, The Meanings of Place, narrated by 

Roger Clemence and Judith Martin, director of the University’s Urban Studies Program. 

In addition to asking students to observe the place-defining characteristics, the 

instructors wanted them to gain experience in fieldwork and the recording media of 

photography, drawing, and writing. They asked the students to take slides of their sites 

with an eye toward place-defining characteristics. They also asked students to use a 

journal and to record their observations through specific types of line drawings, including 

freehand plans, sections, perspectives, praline details, abstracted drawings, and symbolic 

sketches. All but the symbolic drawings were to be annotated with brief explanatory 

comments. Instructors also asked students to write about their assigned sites in journals. 

For the purposes of the writing study, the project researchers asked them to write 

untutored entries on their initial visit to their sites. They were encouraged to write more 

after the writing workshop using the techniques learned. They also responded to a series 

of specific place-exploration questions that encouraged them to get at the “essence” of 

their place by describing its most salient features, mood, and associations for them. 

The instructors also wanted students to deal with the challenges of working in a 

group and presenting their impressions to an audience. Each group was asked to 

synthesize their individual recorded impressions and re-cast them into a fifteen-minute 

oral talk and slide presentation for faculty and fellow students at the project’s end 
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Writing and Observation Workshop 

This workshop concentrated on helping the students develop observation skills 

through descriptive writing. Through this process, we hoped that they would come to a 

closer understanding of the site they were studying. The workshop took place in the 

Landscape Architecture design studio, away from the sites the students were assigned to 

observe, and lasted approximately two and one-half hours. The writing project 

researchers supervised the workshop, which was divided into three segments. The first 

segment focused on using the physical senses to describe a place, the second segment on 

writing a place description, and the third segment on using metaphors to describe and 

know place. 

The workshop was fairly intensive. We asked the students to “rush write”, 

keeping pen to paper for brief timed periods without stopping to reflect or edit. This 

method helped the students quickly plunge into their place-related thinking and got them 

to do it through writing, a form about which a number of them had expressed discomfort 

or lack of practice. 

Writing Exercises and Student Responses 

The exercises for each segment of the Writing and Observation Workshop appear 

below. Though we made adaptations for our particular circumstances, we drew heavily 

from both composition and design education textbooks and journals for workshop 

exercises. We have noted our sources and encourage others to look at them for many 

other observation-related writing options. Each exercise is followed by an example of the 

students’ written efforts, selected sometimes for representativeness, sometimes for 
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richness of insight We have tried to give a sense of the range of the students’ writing 

responses (see Appendix I for the entire set of workshop handouts students received). 

Exercise I: Awakening the Senses on Paper 

This exercise helped students attend to and experience a site more fully and 

critically by using their five senses and then recording their responses. For the purposes 

of the in-class workshop, we asked students to consider their studio space more fully. We 

asked them to focus on one sense at a time and to record what they noticed about the 

space through that sense. This technique was derived from Bertagnolli and Rackham 

(1988). The example we provide shows what one student wrote concerning her aural 

perceptions in the studio environment. This quickly-written piece offers an evocative 

aural picture of the studio. During the workshop the student wrote more text prompted by 

other senses. That text helped provide a fuller perception of the studio space and the 

activities within it. We emphasized how using this technique of writing through the 

senses could enhance understandings of both familiar and new sites. 

Student Writing Sample: 

Sounds: Paper crunching, candy wrappers, chairs squeaking, clearing 
throat... more pencils and a quick hand across the paper, a soft step by a big 
person on the creaky wooden floor, movement of people creaking, crunching, 
banging ... pencils moving—a soft scratching sound almost constant, crescendos 
and punctuation, up & down. It sounds like a language, repeated scratchings 
inflections & intonation, on & on, very fast. 

 
Exercise II: Place description 

     The second exercise in the Writing and Observation Workshop was designed to help 

students observe and record carefully. We adapted the exercise from one we had located 

in Marc Treib’s article “Place Description: Written; Rendered” from the Journal of 

Architectural Education. Each student received a color photographic print of a landscape 
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site selected from slides available in the Landscape Architecture collection. Students 

wrote responses to the slides keeping in mind the physical and emotional characteristics 

the images evoked. Students rushwrote for ten minutes and tried to produce a two- to 

three-page description of the place in the image. The excerpt below is an example of the 

kind of descriptive text students produced. 

Student Writing Sample: 

...The gate is massive in feeling as well as construction...The whole view gives you 
the impression something massive is going to happen The gate is met at the 
ground with stone pillars anchoring it to the sidewalk. The top of the stairway 
terminates into the sky, framed by trees. 
 

       In the second portion of this exercise we had students exchange descriptions. They 

spent ten minutes drawing a perspective view of the site that another student had written 

about Again, students were to provide both physical and emotional attributes. In a third 

portion of this exercise we asked students to work from the drawings they had produced 

and to write a description of what they had drawn. We asked them to use the experience 

they: had just had trying to draw an image from another student’s text and to strive to 

improve upon it and their own earlier “word” pictures.  

     Of course, students appreciated the texts that had given them more information from 

which to produce a drawing and saw the value of dense description in writing. However, 

the drawings produced from the rush written texts, even from texts that were highly 

descriptive, did not necessarily look very much like the photographic images from which 

the texts had been written. And, when students saw the photographs their fellow students 

had described, they didn’t necessarily agree with what the other students had written 

about the images. The final portion of the exercise underscored several points about 

observing places, including the point that both words and images can contribute toward a 
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fuller understanding of a place. Students also saw clearly how they filtered images 

according to their points of view or focus as they engaged in the recording process. In 

addition, students became aware that they were not just recording facts. 

Exercise III: Metaphors about Place 

       The last exercise in the Writing and Observation unit was taken from Peter Elbow’s 

metaphorical questions about place in Writing with Power (1981). In this exercise, we 

wanted students to use metaphorical thinking to move beyond describing the physical 

attributes of a place and user activities, the more common concerns of landscape 

designers. We wanted them to consider the reasons for a place, the feelings it evokes, or 

the stages it goes through. 

       We asked students to select three of six questions that prompted metaphorical 

thinking about a place and to spend ten minutes on each question, writing at least a five-

hundred word response to each question. The familiar studio environment was again the 

place explored. The metaphors provided useful opportunities to explore the attributes of 

the site in relation to the metaphor, even if it did not exactly fit in. The text below is a 

response written by a student to the prompt: “Name a song or movie about which the 

place reminds you. Explain why with some detailed examples.” 

Student Writing Sample: 

Alice in Wonderland.... then there’s a greenhouse which is actually an outside 
promenade-things are not what they seem-l expect to see a rabbit come running 
out from behind an arborvitae wall & dash off across the field. 
 

Students were then encouraged to use each exercise—senses, description, and 

metaphor—in conjunction with their current project. 

Summary of Observation Skill Development following the Writing Workshop 
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Group Communication 

         Our observations of group interaction indicated that communication within the 

design groups was enhanced by the process of journal writing. Traditionally, group 

projects depended solely on oral communication and participation was unevenly 

distributed. Here, each student was able to bring his or her thoughts to the group in 

written form. Quieter students were thus brought into the discussion, their thoughts were 

heard and considered in formulating the group observation summary. 

         In observing group behavior during this process, we noticed that each member was 

able to participate in a meaningful way in the preparation of the summary. Groups were 

able to divide responsibilities by areas of interest noted in their journal observations. In 

most cases each individual was allowed to elaborate on his or her interests and concerns 

in the context of the final group presentations. 

         The use of metaphors by the various groups in linking together their group 

observations also emerged as a result of specific journal entries. These metaphors 

illustrate the higher-level observation investigation explored after the writing workshop. 

Group Presentations 

Although the students carrying out the design observation project in past years 

used slides as a vehicle for communication of observations, often their presentations were 

not structured with written text Because students followed the encouragement to write 

down observation as a result of the workshop, evaluators saw a clear increase in the 

writing out of commentary to accompany presentations. Text prepared for presentation 

illustrated careful thought and composition. Word selection was carefully integrated with 

the related visual images to maximize the communication impact. One juror particularly 
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enjoyed the thoughtful use of words students selected, such as these alliterative phrases: 

“glinting water going willingly to geese” and “loitering landscape architecture students.”  

Instructors expressed some concern about the unevenness of final presentation 

quality. Although the majority of groups were able to function effectively as a unit, a few 

groups functioned more as a loose connection of individuals. In addition, interviews with 

the instructors following the final presentations revealed that groups with individuals who 

were more perceptive and careful in recording their observations had more written 

material to work from and gave more effective presentations than others. Techniques of 

facilitating group interaction might have helped to create a more uniform quality of 

presentation. However, instructors noted that presentation showed a high quality and 

depth of observation even by those within groups who evidently did not work together 

effectively. 

Observation Entries 

We noted in reviewing the student journals that there were often initial recordings 

of lists of descriptive words. Following the observation workshop, the observations were 

developed in richer text. Questions often accompanied drawings. Initial observational 

writings prior to the writing workshop concentrated on obvious physical facts and 

straight- forward descriptions of physical settings. Following the workshop, descriptions 

changed from detached inventories of elements to more personal experience illustrations. 

Many more adjectives were used, and observations noting physical attributes began to 

include details of personal response and conjecture. This reflective thinking was further 

illustrated when journals built upon themselves by referring back to earlier writings. 
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A great variety of writing and drawing skills was evident. Some focused on visual 

communication and others used more writing to illustrate thoughts. Initial journal work 

was exercise-driven while later entries illustrated creative reflection. The exercises did 

help structure thinking and pushed the students to work with a variety of rhetorical 

modes, such as lists, questions and narratives. As a result, it was clear that the students 

had expanded their experiences of the sites they observed and had come to a greater 

variety of realizations about them. Based on our journal review, the in-class exercises 

helped build consciousness about words vs. drawings as a way to record, and helped 

students record interplay between words and sketches. 

Researchers noted a definite increase in the quality of observational writing as a 

result of the writing workshop. Unfortunately the quality of drawings deteriorated as the 

students became more verbal. Writing, however, did help the depth and quality of 

observations. The observations were more richly developed and seemed to open doors for 

future observations and reflections.  

Student Reflections on Observation Writing Exercises 

In general, students were positive about the workshop experience indicating that 

the workshop exercises stimulated their thinking beyond physical description to actually 

“say something meaningful.” Many indicated that “thought writing” made them more 

acute observers. They placed value on the interaction between visualization through both 

drawing and writing. Many students, being visually oriented and not interested in verbal 

communication, began to see writing as a “powerful design tool” for the first time. 

The reflections provided a great opportunity for instructor interaction with the 

students about the skills being learned. These reflections also provided the best resource 
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as to the value of the workshop experiences. It was clear that the journal provided an 

important place to record, and think visually and vernally. It was clear that the exercise 

had helped the students become both better observers and designers as defined in this 

student journal: 

Writing should be an integral part of design to help clarify thought and purpose. 
Through writing one must analyze, compare, and draw conclusions constantly. 
This process is also design. Writing complements design and helps you 
understand the process. 

Chapter Four 

Writing and Ideation 

St. Paul Campus Knoll Project in Informants of Design 

This assignment in the second design studio course, Informants of Design, urged 

the students to let aesthetic principles dominate as they approached the redesign of a now 

rather ill-defined hilly section of the university campus within view of the landscape 

architecture studio building. Instructors let the parameters of the assignment remain 

broad, for they wished to provide an opportunity for students to define the key issues to 

solve in the design process. The outcome of this three-week project was a design concept 

that re-envisioned the knoll area. Students presented their individual concepts orally and 

through drawings during a ten-minute presentation for the class and reviewers from the 

landscape architecture faculty and profession. 

Writing and Ideation Workshop 

The purpose of this workshop was to help students at the idea-making stage of the 

Knoll project in Informants of Design. The exercises were intended to help the students 

explore a wide variety of possible design solutions. The workshop took place in the 

Landscape Architecture design studio, away from the students’ sites, and lasted 
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approximately three hours. The writing project researchers supervised the workshop, 

which was divided into three segments. The first segment focused on the use of action 

verbs to manipulate space, the second segment on rearranging and substituting the site 

characteristics as a means of ideation, and the third segment on the use of narrative 

writing to imagine people in the space. 

Exercise I: Manipulative Verbs 

This exercise, derived from Koberg and Bagna1l (1976), asked students to stretch 

their imaginations and think in new ways about their assigned knoll site. Importantly, it 

encouraged expression in both verbal and visual forms of the concepts they imagined. 

Students worked in small groups for a twenty-minute period. Each group first arbitrarily 

selected ten active verbs, then chose five verbs, and listed them along the left-hand 

column of a large sheet of paper. In the center column, the students wrote phrases that 

described the effects on the knoll site in their assignment if the verb in the adjacent left 

column were applied to this site. In the far right column, students were asked to provide a 

sketch that showed visually the outcome of that verb application. The large sheets 

produced by the groups were posted at the front of the studio and shared with the entire 

class. After the instructor and students discussed these results, students were asked to go 

through the same process of verb-prompted conceptualization individually, writing the 

results of their thinking in their journals. A final aspect of the exercise asked students to 

exchange journals with a classmate who read and responded in writing to the entry. 

Illustrations 1A- 1C are examples of the outcomes developed by three small groups in the 

class in response to the first segment of the manipulative verb exercise, while illustrations 

2A -2C are examples of the outcomes developed by individuals in their journals. Each 
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example shows vividly what a powerful tool the seemingly unrelated verbs are for 

expanding one’s thinking about a topic. The illustrations also show how the verbal phrase 

and visual sketch offer together a fuller representation of the concepts students developed 

than either would alone. 
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Exercise II: Morphological-Forced-Connections 

The second exercise in the Writing and Ideation Workshop also used words, but 

this time students were asked to list attributes that could be applied to a site as the starting 

point for creating new ideas. At first, students worked in their journals individually, 

filling in a matrix with words that represented outcomes when attributes (e.g., rectilinear, 

biomorphic) were filled in below categories that might be considerations in a design 

problem (e.g., form, style, materials). See illustration 3A-3C. After completing the 

matrix, each student made two runs across his or her matrix circling, at random, an 

attribute under each category heading. After circling the attributes, students were asked to 

develop a text and drawing that described knoll designs that might result from the random 

combination of attributes they had selected. The top portions of Illustrations 3A - 3C 

show the matrices and circled-word paths students generated using this exercise, while 

the lower portions of the illustrations show the texts and sketches students generated .to 

describe a knoll design they imagined from their first combination of attributes. 
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This morphological-forced-connections exercise, like the first in the Writing and Ideation 

Workshop, was adapted from Koberg and Bagnell (1976). In the workshop, we expanded 
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the exercise by asking students to spend ten minutes sharing their work with another 

student, one they hadn’t worked with before, and to try to come up with one more 

creation. We attempted to reinforce reflective design learning through writing by asking 

each student to summarize in their journals their conversations with their peers. 

Exercise III: Imagining People in a Place Through Narration 

The final exercise in the Writing and Ideation Workshop asked students to use 

storytelling as, an ideation technique. This exercise asked students to write a narrative in 

which they imagined what might happen to people who inhabited their assigned Knoll 

site. Professor Clemence drafted three scenarios as prompts for the students. We asked 

the students to adopt one of the scenarios and develop it in a ten-minute rush write in 

their journals. They were also given the option of making up their own stories. The goal 

of this exercise was to get students to imagine people’s possible needs and behaviors 

within the knoll environment. We asked them to describe the environment with actual or 

imagined attributes that might enhance or inhibit the human activities they developed on 

the knoll. 

After this first rush writing, we then asked students to “loop” or circle words that 

represented ideas they wanted to explore in yet another rush writing period, a technique 

drawn from Anson and Wilcox, 1988. Illustrations 4A - 4C provide examples of the 

initial narrative writing produced by students for this exercise with words “looped” for 

further exploration. Illustration 5A through 5C provide examples of rush writing using 

the looped words from the initial narratives as prompts. 
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Summary on Value of Writing to Ideation 

Ideation Design 

The design project linked with this workshop did not use group interaction as a 

part of the design effort. The total design effort was organized as an individual project 
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The group synergism evident in the design observation project was not present Following 

the workshop which did include group activities, the students worked by themselves to 

generate design ideas. As is typical of design studios, the instructors provided design 

critique at the student’s desks as the project proceeded. 

In interviews following the project’s completion, instructors were clearly not 

positive about the student work on the project. Their hope had been that the writing 

would stimulate involvement with how people might use the redesigned space. Reflecting 

on the designs developed, the instructors felt that this goal had not been realized. Students 

did come up with creative solutions for the space, but they were not as clearly linked to 

peoples’ needs as they were to providing interesting design devices using plant materials 

and other man-made devices to alter perception. The instructors suggested that this may 

have been due to the design preoccupations of previous design courses that focused on 

more abstract design notions. 

The instructors also felt that the project (the first real site design project the 

students had undertaken), was in fact too general, and did not give students enough clear 

parameters for design. Many students did not have a clear sense of what to do because the 

project’ s boundaries were quite vague. These factors may have been significant in our 

not seeing a direct transfer of the ideation workshop to the quality of project solutions. 

Individual Presentations 

Most jurors felt that the students ‘ final presentation of ideas, while interesting for 

the most part, had failed to emerge from a clear assessment of the problems at hand 

While the ideas were imaginative, some of the presentations were less than satisfactory 

because they did not address some of the basic needs of the place. Those students who 
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had based their design solutions on clear assessment of the problems fared better in the 

design jury’s comments. 

The lack of clear transference of ideas from the ideas generated at the ideation 

workshop was troubling to the researchers. The problem may have related to expanding 

the design project boundaries after the workshop. This action made many of the special 

ideas created during the workshop no longer relevant. Some students felt that specific 

ideas they evolved from the smaller area were not relevant when they had to solve larger 

issues. 

Student Reflection on Ideation Writing Exercises 

Student’s journal reflections completed after the final project presentation 

indicated that most students saw great potential in all the writing exercises. Many 

students indicated that the workshop exercises provided the base for the major concept 

they used for the project. Many appreciated the workshop because it helped focus their 

design thinking and helped them become more open about design possibilities. Several 

students indicated that they enjoyed the group ideation exercises, which allowed 

interaction with other students in the process of creating design ideas. Some students 

wished that the workshop had been positioned earlier in the design project because they 

had already chosen their concepts for the design, but others felt that the timing of the 

workshop was appropriate, as they had not yet settled on a strong idea. 

Many mentioned that they planned to use the exercises again in conjunction with 

future design projects, especially the manipulative verb exercises. The following student 

comments are typical of the responses received. 

During the ideation workshop doing the morphological1orced-connections I used 
water in that description... at the time I thought the use of water in the knoll 
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project would be inappropriate. But after a while I began to think of the benefits 
and purpose it could have and how it could energize the area I was working on... 
The manipulative verbs was a good exercise to help to turn off the left brain and 
to relax, and although I didn’t get any ideas I can trace from it, this would be the 
exercise I would us in future projects. 
 
I think I will use the manipulative verbs to generate ideas and possible solutions 
for design problems in some way or form. I think this project caused me to re-
evaluate how I approach design more than anything else. 
 
The two exercises of writing I found most useful were the morphological-forced-
connections exercise and imagining people in place through narration. I found 
connections to be extremely useful for pinpointing constraints I wanted to operate 
under and thus focus my design...The whole workshop acted as a giant idea funnel 
for me. 
 

Chapter Five 

Writing to Communicate 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Headquarters Site Project in Informants of Design 

The final design project for Informants of Design asked students to study a 160-

acre parcel within the Litchfield Wetland Management District of the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service in Meeker County, Minnesota. The students were challenged to choose a 

location for the Litchfield District headquarters building and provide a landscape design 

for this parcel. Students were asked to take into account the local ecology and a 

headquarters building imprint, and to use guidelines provided by the Litchfield District 

management staff. The project was complex. A long list of functional, ecological, and 

design criteria needed to be met, so an entire month was allotted for the project The class 

was divided into a number of independent design teams, each consisting of five to six 

students, to tackle the assignment. 

At the end of the project, the teams presented their design concepts to members of 

the Fish and Wildlife Service staff and faculty reviewers. The project presentations 
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involved twenty-minute oral overviews by the teams. Teams supported their talks with 

presentation boards that included context and essence maps, perspective sketches, 

schematic sections, a schematic diagram of their site design, and an illustrative site plan. 

In addition, instructors asked students to provide, “an appropriate narrative to 

communicate [their] design proposal in an 8 1/2x11-inch format “ The third writing 

workshop was designed to help the students work on this aspect of the assignment. 

As Informants of Design came into the final stretch, it became apparent that the 

course schedule was cramped. Course instructors Roger Clemence and Michael Marxsen 

supported the writing emphasis in their class, but felt they could only provide an hour of 

class time for a third workshop on writing. They felt the student teams sorely needed 

some unstructured studio time to meet the design presentation deadline that loomed only 

a week ahead. 

Writing and Communication Workshop 

The third workshop on writing as communication was thus adapted to the 

situation at hand. (See Appendix I for exercise drafts from a longer workshop on writing 

as communication.) At the time the workshop was scheduled, the teams had not begun 

writing text for their design concept narratives. Most students had not given much 

thought to this aspect of their projects and most teams had not yet fully settled on their 

design concept for the project It was decided, in the hour available for a writing 

workshop, that time could be used best by doing some consciousness-rising and strategic 

thinking about the writing task that lay ahead. 

Although this final workshop was not as lengthy as the previous two, it was 

important pedagogically. Our goals included getting the students to become self-
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conscious about their written product in terms of the rhetorical features of writing 

context, audience, and purpose, as well as in terms of their subject We also wanted to 

impress upon the students the longevity of their written products. Their clients would 

refer to and evaluate their 8 ½-inch x 11-inch documents long after the oral presentations 

were past and their large drawings were put aside. Three short exercises served to convey 

these goals. The students were prodded to do some serious thinking about their written 

product and to leave the workshop with a better idea of what their content should be and 

how it should be shaped for their specific purpose and audience. 

The workshop occurred in the group gathering area of the studio. The format was 

varied and included segments of individual journal-writing, class discussion, and 

collaborative listing assisted by use of the overhead projector. In this workshop the 

researchers worked more informally, conveying exercise instructions orally to the 

students. The workshop was, in fact, a structured brainstorming session for the class. (See 

Appendix H for workshop agenda sheet and class handouts.)  

Exercise I: Imagining a Written Product 

Journal Writing: To get the students to start thinking seriously about their written 

product, we asked them to each spend five minutes writing in their journals, describing 

the product they were imagining. We presented the following to generate ideas: “It’s all 

done. What does it say? What does it look like? What does it do that your oral 

presentation and presentation plans do or don’t do? How is it like them or different from 

them?” Below are journal selections that show some of the initial student responses to our 

queries about their written product.  

Student Writing Samples: 
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… I see the text as being the primary key to the presentation with the oral and 
graphic as a support, and as a selling technique... 
 
...Because time of presentation is limited the writing can also explore in some 
detail some of the ideas associated with the proposal and give a clearer overall 
picture of what your proposal is. 
 
...What I envision for a brochure or narrative for the site is a single piece of 
paper which folds into three sections which fold together like an accordion... As 
you would proceed through the brochure the text would guide the reader through 
the site explaining what or why waterfowl production areas are important. This 
should include a map of the site and what opportunities and activities are 
available. 
 
After the short period of journal writing, the students were asked to share what 

they had written fifteen minutes of sharing generated a variety of characteristics for the 

final written product As students called out characteristics, a writing project researcher 

recorded a class inventory of written product characteristics on the overhead projector. 

General consensus was reached about what sections ought to go into a design proposal. 

At the same time, however, some students had different ideas about what their final 

written product should be like. The exercise helped students see that there were options to 

consider and choices to make as their teams started getting down to the business of 

communicating their design ideas in writing. 

Illustration 6A provides the list of design proposal characteristics the class 

discussed following the initial journal activities. The transparency was photocopied at the 

end of class and each student received a paper copy of the list. 
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Exercise III: Workshop Insights/Issues 

At this point, the students were asked to return to their journals and do more writing (for 

about seven minutes) about a written product This journal writing had a dual purpose: it 

allowed students to track the effects of the discussion, and it helped them explore and 

record on paper some results from the workshop that could be useful as they proceeded. 

We asked students to write in response to the following questions: “What insights or 

issues has this session brought about or raised about the written product that you want to 

take back to your group as you proceed on your written piece? How are you imagining 

your product now?” 
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Selected student responses show that students changed, reaffim1ed, and expanded 

their thinking about their written document. 

Student Writing Samples: 

… It is necessary to include both graphics and text together to best communicate 
or illustrate your ideas... It is important to stress the conceptual ideas of the 
design in the presentation and support those ideas more specifically in the 
documentation. 
 
...What I had envisioned as the final product earlier I feel is still very appropriate. 
A short narrative pamphlet which generally addresses the major points of the 
project can follow along with presentation but will provide more and more back-
up information which can be referred to later. 
 
... nor did I realize the importance the text has in this project. In order to help sell 
ideas I can see that the text is important and therefore needs to look 
professional...needs to stand on its own. 
 
The workshop ended with about ten minutes of summary and class discussion. 

The researchers recapped what had been said about the nature of the writing situation for 

the Litchfield Fish and Wildlife headquarters design proposal and reemphasized the 

important features of context, audience, purpose, and subject In addition, some students 

shared with the class the changes in the ways they imagined the written piece they were 

about to tackle. Illustrations 6B and 6C show two overhead lists of communications 

components that evolved as a part of this summary discussion. Students also received a 

photocopy of this list after the workshop. 
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Reflections on the Value of Writing for Presentation 

The third workshop, although abbreviated in contact time, provided an 

opportunity to deliver more tested compositional techniques into a design project 

situation. 

The initial exercise using journal entries to visualize the final project brochure in 

text form brought out diverse ideas. Students differed widely in their initial thoughts 

concerning the physical design of their brochure, but were in much closer agreement 
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about the content areas their brochure should include. Meeting as a single group, the 

students compiled a list of brochure characteristics, which was recorded on an overhead 

projector. Comparisons between individual conceptions of the brochure helped students 

to clarify and focus the development of their final product.  

Discussion about the actual look of the brochure produced a wide variety of 

responses. Initial ideas varied concerning both size and format, but the students agreed 

that the requirements of their audience would determine the final design. They thought 

their audience would require something that would fit in a file folder or cabinet, would be 

quickly and easily understandable, could be used as a sales/promotion device, and would 

talk to their audience in a language they could understand. 

Discussions about the content of the brochures showed the students to be well 

aware of the issues they should address in a design project communication, but they were 

not quite sure how to organize these. List-making on the overhead projector stimulated 

further class discussion, which included the instructors. Students emerged from this 

discussion much more closely focused and with an obviously better understanding of 

what was expected in the brochure. 

Group Interaction 

The majority of the groups used the brochure frameworks developed in the 

communication workshop to organize their actual group presentations. Each group 

carried through exploring audience needs in the workshop as students developed group 

brochures and organized presentation boards. Due to the workshop, each group spent a 

high percentage of time making certain that its ideas would communicate to the special 

audience. 
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Group Presentation 

To provide a more professional setting, the final project review was held at the 

new U .S D .A. Fish and Wildlife facility in the Minnesota Valley Wildlife Refuge, a 

short distance from the Twin Cities campus. Five groups of students presented their 

proposals for the redesign of the Litchfield Wildlife Refuge headquarters site to a panel 

of wildlife managers and landscape architecture faculty. Each group had prepared the 

usual drawings posted on large boards to help explain its project and spent approximately 

twenty minutes summarizing recommendations. Each member of the five member teams 

was allowed to present. 

In each case, it was clearly evident that careful thought had gone into selecting 

drawings to present Many students had written out their presentation text and had 

carefully selected their words so that the oral presentations ran smoothly and were highly 

communicative. Transitions from student to student within each group were carefully 

programmed, and it was evident that the whole process was well-rehearsed. 

To complete the written product aspect of their design project, each group 

provided a brochure concerning its proposal. These brochures contained drawings 

reduced from the larger presentation boards along with carefully written text describing 

ideas. The following examples are excerpts from pages of several of the final brochures 

(see illustrations 7A- 7C). 

Outside evaluators from the Fish and Wildlife Refuge present at the final 

presentation indicated that the student work on this project was equal to, if not better 

than, most professional landscape architectural consultant work they had received in 

regard to refuge projects. The quality of the ideas presented illustrated solid depth in 
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thinking. The evaluators indicated that the quality of graphic presentation of the drawings 

was clear and communicative, and that the quality of the oral presentation indicated clear 

understanding of the issues relevant to the Fish and Wildlife staff. 

Although one could ascribe the increased quality of final communication to the 

fact that the students were forced to present their ideas to a real client, it was the 

impression of faculty evaluators that the quality of communication exceeded that, which 

had been accomplished previously by similar student groups at this level of design 

studios. 
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Student Reflections On Communication Workshop Exercises 

Student reflections on the value of the communication workshop indicated that 

the workshop exercise helped them clarify their audience needs and define a clear 

communication package. Many students indicated that the workshop was placed too early 

in the design project before their groups had a clear sense of their solutions for the 

project. Others indicated that even though their group ideas had not crystallized at the 

time the workshop was scheduled, the process helped the group understand the needs of 
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its clients and gave focus to solving the problem. They were thus able to identify design 

devices that would satisfy the clients ‘ preoccupations. One of the evaluators from the 

Fish and Wildlife Service stated: 

“The quality of verbal and written communication at the presentation indicated a 
clear sense of understanding of the issues relevant to the Fish and Wildlife staff.” 
 
The researchers could not help but conclude from the faculty, student, and 

evaluator comments that the communication workshop did indeed help focus the 

students: not only did it help build better communication, but also helped develop more 

relevant, marketable design ideas. 
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Chapter Six 

Conclusions 

Our research project appeared successful in opening doors to understanding the 

potential role of writing in design. The journal reflections written by the students 

illustrated that the writing exercises enhanced several of their basic design skills. The 

observational exercises clearly expanded the students’ awareness of the complexity of 

defining the essence of a site. Being able to verbally as well as visually describe the 

environments seemed to increase the students’ depth of understanding about the site 

under analysis. The final observation projects illustrated an increased depth of 

understanding that may not have been present if the students had only been able to use 

visual techniques. As we noted earlier in the summary of the results of the Writing and 

Observation workshop, both the instructors and evaluators noted an increased level of 

observational skill development clearly attributed to the writing exercises. 

The students were also quite positive about the writing exercises used in the 

Writing and Ideation workshop and many indicated that they planned to use them again 

on future design projects. Other factors interfered in tracing the direct benefit of the 

exercises to the design project undertaken in the context of the workshop. For example, 

expanding the project site after the workshop definitely made many of the specific ideas 

developed during the workshop irrelevant Lacking clear parameters, the design project 

might have been a bit too wide open for first year designers. Instructors’ reflections 

following the final project presentation indicated plans to change the nature and form of 

the design assignment in the future, but the fact that many students still planned to use the 
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techniques on other projects certainly suggests that the exercises were valuable despite 

the lack of results on the specific project at hand. 

The Writing to Communicate workshop, focusing on developing students’ skills in 

communicating design ideas, proved quite successful especially from the instructors’ 

point of view. The instructors indicated that nearly everyone’s writing showed major 

improvements during the preparations for the final booklet They indicated that some 

students might say they already knew how to write for presentation, but in the instructors’ 

views, a great deal of credit for the students’ performance should go to the writing 

exercises. Evaluators and clients indicated that the communication was far superior to 

any work they had seen coming from first year design students, and was in fact, superior 

to the quality of work done by many professionals. The exercises assisting the students in 

understanding the client not only sharpened communications skills but also focused 

ideation skills. Clients were most impressed with the quality of students’ design thinking 

as well as their presentations. 

Several issues became clear through the research process on writing in design. 

Attempting to carry out a thorough research method within the complex dynamics of 

required design courses proved to be a challenge. Coordinating assignments and 

schedules within both the design and visual communications courses over two quarters 

required numerous planning meetings with instructors. This challenge proved minor 

compared to trying to fit effectively writing within the learning dynamics of the studio 

environment organized for design instruction. Since the studios are organized for 

maximum interaction between teacher and students, and between students and other 

students, timing the workshop became quite problematic. 
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As each workshop was organized to relate to a specific phase of students’ work on 

a project, it was crucial that scheduling the workshops within the three different design 

projects be carefully orchestrated. We seemed to hit our mark on the first workshop, but 

due to studio learning speed, the other two workshops might well have been scheduled 

slightly earlier within the design project context Hopefully, if teaching modules such as 

these workshops are programmed into design courses, they will be arranged by 

instructors who will be able to adjust the schedule to fit the specific learning dynamics in 

the studio. 

Another crucial issue, which needs to be addressed regarding future use of such 

exercises, is design-oriented individuals’ negative attitudes toward writing. Many 

students and faculty have selected the visual arts as the focus of their life work in part 

because they find difficulty with, or lack interest in, verbal communication. They might 

have developed mental blocks to writing at an earlier age or may be so adept at 

communicating visually that they do not see the need to pursue writing. These attitudes 

are definitely present within the design community and were present within the context of 

the courses in the study. Certainly workshops and exercises like those used in this study 

have helped to change these perceptions, but the project may suggest that similar efforts 

might be undertaken earlier in the individual’s educational process to help eliminate this 

problem at the college level. 

A related issue, time commitment, also surfaced in the process of implementing 

the research. Both students and faculty questioned the value of taking so much time to 

build skills in these areas. Even though the workshops were fast paced and filled with 

lively interaction techniques, students and faculty were skeptical of devoting 3 hours to 
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such activities; 3 hours subtracted from limited design studio activities. The one-hour 

devoted to the third workshop, which responded to these concerns, may be all the time 

one can logically squeeze out of tightly packed design studio. We would suggest, 

however, that the exercises have proven useful for much more than improving writing 

skills and in fact do enhance the basic design skills given priority time in most design 

studios. 

We found that writing exercises, when carefully integrated into a design course 

project assignment, can raise the quality of related design skills. Such integration in 

design studio courses, however, requires careful planning on the part of design course 

instructors in order to pinpoint the best time to interject these exercises into the design 

project at hand and, of course, the organization of the design project itself must be 

carefully thought through. Obviously, observational writing techniques would do little 

good in the context of design problems of a hypothetical nature or related to design 

projects where access to a real site is not possible. Ideation writing exercises appear to be 

relevant to most design project situations as are techniques utilized for design 

communication. Despite the timing problem of when to involve the students in the 

workshop exercises, the overall value of the exercises was clear. Based on our research, 

we recommend that these exercises and those of a similar nature be added to programs 

training professional designers. 

Beyond illustrating the benefits of writing exercises in building effective design 

behaviors, the students reinforced the value of the physical studio as an effective learning 

environment. In addition, it was evident that the tightly-packaged educational workshop 

was an effective delivery method for specific information and skills within the larger 
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frame of a design studio course. The workshops also reinforced the effectiveness of group 

exercises, one-on-one interaction, and organized discussions. Importantly, the study also 

supported the continued use of the journal as an effective learning device. Not only did 

students think and discover through writing, they also communicated with their 

instructors who remarked about the window they felt they had into the students’ design 

processes. The reflections assignments, particularly, helped students document and think 

critically about their individual design processes and solutions. In addition, the reflections 

offered instructors useful feedback on course organization as well. Most importantly, the 

study did show that writing could be effective as a process tool as well as being an 

effective product. Indeed, it is this role as a process device that may provide the greatest 

benefit to designers. 
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Student Questionnaire 

[The questionnaire that follows was administered to students taking pan in the research 

project. Its purpose was to gain information about the students’ background in an and 

writing instruction.] 

This questionnaire is aimed at getting some information about your an and writing-related 

background and interests. Please answer all questions as fully and accurately as possible. 

Name: 

How many years have you been attending classes at the University? 

Are you an undergraduate? Graduate student? 

Age: 

Male/Female (circle one) 

1. What courses have taken in high school and college that have given you insights and 

skill in the visual arts? (Include courses in drawing, painting, an history, humanities, 

journalism, graphic communications, and any others.) 

 

 

 

2. Visual and graphic skills can be developed in many ways, other than formal 

instruction. What other exposure to visual and/or graphic arts has influenced the 

development of your skills? 
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3. Are there any books/teachers/prominent figures you consider influential to your 

development? Describe in a phrase next to an influence the reason you’ve mentioned it. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. What courses have you taken in high school and college that required writing? (Include 

courses in addition to English if writing assignments were required.) 

 

 

 

 

5. Mention the types of writing assignments you had in these courses. 

 

 

 

 

6. What writing experience could you cite as “most memorable” (good or bad)? Describe 

the writing you did and what about it that made it memorable. 
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7. Explain your writing process. How do you get from an idea to a final written product? 

(Do you brainstorm on paper, write outlines, rush write, draw out your ideas, do rough 

drafts, edit your text?) 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Have you ever kept a journal? When? For how long? Describe what it was like and 

how you used it. 

 

 

 

 

 

9. What kind of writing do you do outside of the classroom? How often? 

 

 

 

10. How do you feel about writing? 
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11. What reading have you done over the past year? (Include fiction, non-fiction, 

magazines, and newspapers—all kinds of reading.) 

 

 

 

 

 

12. What is good visual communication? 

 

 

 

 

 

13. What is good writing? 

 

 

 

 

 

14. How is writing related to design? 
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Student Questionnaire Results 
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Group Observation Design Project Program Statement 

Introduction 

What follows is the text of a handout to students describing the observation 

exercise discussed in Chapter III. The exercise combined students from two University of 

Minnesota Landscape Architecture courses, LA 3081 and LA 1025. 

Program Statement 

Project VI will build on previous work begun either in LA 3081 or in LA 1025, 

but it will also take you into new territory .We think it will be a very exciting undertaking 

for each of you. 

Much of what we want you to discover will not be able to be grasped fully until 

you get into the exercise. There are, however, some dimensions of the experience that can 

be described in this handout first of all, the primary tool will be the realm of observation. 

Thus, you will be looking closely at preselected spaces, recording your impressions in 

systematic ways in your JOURNAL, sharing these impressions with others, and seeking 

evaluation of your perceptions and their presentation. Second, you will be working teams, 

typically teams of five, and each team will be observing a different location. Involved in 

your work will be photography, drawing, and writing. Since the project will serve both 

3081 and 1025 curriculum objectives, the teams will meet during all scheduled meeting 

times for both classes between Monday, October 30, and Wednesday, November 8, when 

a presentation to faculty and guests will be made. 

We are expecting to have six teams for this project, five with five members each 

and one team with four. Although there will be a group effort to generate a 15 minute 

slide presentation focusing on your team’s downtown Minneapolis location, there will 
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also be individual journal entries covering at least 13 pages, a video lecture on ways to 

see, and a workshop on observation techniques. This project offers a “full plate” of 

experiences. 

The zones you will be observing run from the Nicollet Island end of Nicollet Mall 

to the Walker Art Center and its sculpture garden. As observers you will want to “see” 

critically, noting how your spaces work at various hours and in differing user conditions, 

recording what you find in the spaces and analyzing your findings. You will then be 

responsible for presenting your findings, your analysis, and your thoughts about changes 

within a 15-minute slide presentation. 

Required products will include: 

1. A groups slide presentation of observations and assessments. (15 minutes with 15 

minutes discussion.) 

2. Journal entries to include the following: 

a. initial observations made the first day 

b. workshop exercises on observation completed on second day in graphics studio 

c. ten pages minimum of observations, written and drawn during the remaining 8 

days of the project The drawing to include at least 

• an annotated freehand plan of a significant segment of your study area 

• an annotated freehand section of some significant portion of your area 

• an annotated freehand perspective of a significant space of feature of your 

area 

• an annotated freehand paraline detail of a special feature which illustrates 

your observation 
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• an annotated freehand abstracted drawing of the place 

• a symbolic freehand drawing expressing relationships found within your 

study area 

All these are to be line drawings, not rendered drawings, completed in your 

JOURNAL during the study. (Include also written statements on the 6 questions given 

out in Exercise 3 during the workshop for use during the 8 days. 

d. A statement of reflections on your observations, discussing how and why your 

observation skills were changed as a result of the experience. 

Among the “place-defining characteristics” all observers should try to spot are: 

1. the nature and quality of edges 

2. the marking of arrival 

3. changes of level and their impact on sense of place 

4. light and dark contrasts and the role of color 

5. vegetation and texture 

6. the impact of water, and 

7. scale, proportion and sequence of spaces 

[What follows at this point are lists of teams and their assignments to specific areas in 

downtown Minneapolis.] 

Schedule 

First day: 

Project introduction. View videotapes of Meanings of Place (on Place). Journal 

keeping and seeing. Team assignments. Teams visit downtown sites to write and draw in 

the Journals. 
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Second Day: 

Observation Workshop in 3081 Studio. 

Third Day: 

Visit site in teams to photograph, draw, write and interview (as feasible). 

Concentrate primarily on what factors contribute most to human activities/experiences. 

Note also any problems. Faculty will be available in the field for consultation. 

Fourth Day: 

Individuals/teams meet in studios (perhaps some on site) to work on refining 

observations in anticipation of making proposals. 

Fifth Day: 

Teams start spelling out assessment of areas strengths and weaknesses and ideas 

for design area improvements. (Link writing, graphics, slides. Record in JOURNAL.) 

Refer to key place-defining characteristics from video and to notes, sketched, interviews, 

etc.) 

Sixth Day: 

Finalize selection of presentation images. 

Seventh Day: 

Prepare for presentation (graphic, oral -let written material from JOURNALS be a 

major resource, slides). Avoid an all-nighter. 

Eighth Day: 

Present to reviewers. Each presentation and discussion to take up to 30 minutes, 

with team presentation portion probably not more than 15 minutes of the allotted half -

hour. 
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Observation Workshop I Exercises 
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Observation Workshop 

Exercise I: Awakening the Senses on Paper 

All intellectual and emotional experience begins in the senses. How you think 

about a subject or place is derived from how you have experienced it. What you see, hear, 

smell, touch and taste provides the data for your perceptions of experiences and places. 

Writing down what you experience in field notes or a journal serves to record the data of 

experience. The act of translating raw experience to writing also helps you perceive more 

consciously and critically- to be more sensitive to what is around you and to help you 

recognize subtleties and relationships. 

The exercises below are designed to get you to start observing on paper the 

sensual data around you right now in the studio. The goal is to tune in to this place and to 

record your perceptions. You needn’t worry about writing full sentences, let alone 

polished prose. The idea is to get something down that records what you experience and 

think. 

Instructions: 

Choose three of the writing options offered below. Spend 10 minutes writing on 

each of your choices. Try to keep your pen going on the paper as much of the time as you 

can.  

a. Describe as many visual details as you can while focusing on a small object in 

the room (a portion of a wall, a coffee mug, your shoe). Report color, texture, line, shape, 

size, scratches, and reflections of light-anything you see. 
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b. Write a sense report of the sounds you hear. What’s next to you? What’s 

outside the room? Are there short and long sounds? Don’t be afraid of strange or unusual 

words you may make up to describe what you hear. Let your mind play. 

c. Write down every odor you smell. Then choose a smell and write its history. 

When did it begin and what did it smell like at first? What stage is it in now? Is it or will 

it get stale and what: is that smell like? 

d. Touch something in the room. List all the words that come to mind when you 

touch it. Keep touching and writing until your time is up. 

e. Taste is one of the most difficult sensations to capture because we tend to 

describe our reaction (good, delicious, awful) rather than the taste itself. Try to write 

about the taste of what’s been offered to you in class today. Find words or phrases that 

report the actual taste; avoid generalizations, such as “natural flavor.” 

Observation Workshop 

Exercise 2: Place Description Part II 

Read the written place description carefully. Fom1 a mental picture of this place 

based on the written description. Try to imagine the emotional setting of the description 

as well as its physical forms. 

Draw a picture of this place based upon the written description. Use a sheet of 

sketching paper (8 ½ x 11) to sketch a perspective view of the place. This is a freehand 

sketch. Try to capture the mood and scale of the written description in your drawing. Let 

your drawings talk for you this time. Allow the value judgments inherent in the 

descriptions to show. Your picture should accurately describe the place to someone who 

has never seen it. You will have ten minutes for this exercise. 
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Exercise #3: Metaphors About Place 

Background 

As designers we often look at a place within the context of questions, which focus 

us on the physical attributes, and user activities of the environment Seldom, it seems, do 

we let the mind wander into the areas of feelings and rhythms, or why this place was 

formed in the first place. 

Challenge 

In an effort to further expand our approach to analyzing place, this exercise asks 

you to apply a series of metaphorical questions to a place to see what the power of 

metaphor can do to help us open our “observational” eyes. 

Requirements 

You are asked to select 3 of the following questions and write 500 words in 

response within your journal on each questions related to this studio place. Following the 

writing we will ask several of you to share your thoughts with us by reading the free 

association text you have written. 

Time 

10 minutes writing on each of the 3 questions and 30-minute discussion session. 

Questions About Place 

1. Imagine you have just seen in only five minutes the whole history of the place 

since the beginning of the world. Briefly tell this story. 

2. Name a song or a movie about which this place reminds you. Explain why with 

some detail examples. 
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3. What rhythms does this place have? Find the things that happen here at regular 

intervals, whether they happen every second, every month or every thousand years. 

4. Think of this place as if it were old and near death. 

On Site 

Place Exploration Questions 

Site observation involves the examination of a place. You must examine not only 

its physical features, but also its emotional aspects, its contribution to the life of its 

inhabitants and the qualities that make it what it is. The following exercise will help you 

to find these qualities in a landscape place by giving you an observational lens to look 

through. Take the following six questions to your site. Answer these questions both while 

you are there and after you come back. Use these questions to help you explore the 

“essence of place”. Include your on-site answers and post-observation notes in your 

journal. 

1. What are the most memorable sounds associated with this place? Smells? 

Textures? 

2. How is your mood affected in this place? 

3. Name a story, a song and a movie this place reminds you of. Explain each of your 

choices. 

4. What rhythms does this place have? Find things that happen there at regular 

intervals—whether they happen every second, every month or very thousand 

years. 

5. Think of your place as if it were old and near death. Now tell what place it was 

when it was only a child. What place will it become? 
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6. What detail or quality of this place says more about it than any other? 

After completing the initial place exploration questions, you continued to keep a 

journal of site observations. Look back at these latter pages in your journal and respond 

to the following questions. 

• What aspects of place did you decide to sketch? Which did you decide to 

write about? 

• What aspects of place were the most difficult to record with either 

sketches or writing? 

• What kinds of text did you use the most often? (lists, descriptive phrases, 

sentences, labels...etc.) 

• How did you use your journal to explore your place after participating in 

the in-class exercises? Physical descriptions? To record impressions? Pose 

questions to ponder? Explore negative or positive qualities? 

• How was your journal observation influenced by the place exploration 

workshop? How were these two methods of observation related? 

Summary 

After you have examined your journal in detail, take some time to write some 

overall reflections on your journal. Summarize the journal explorations in 2 or 3 pages. 

Tell us what worked best for you, what was new to you, what you discovered about your 

place from your journal. Tell us also what you didn’t discover and how you might go 

about getting that information. Please include answers to the following two questions. 

• How is writing related to design? 

• How has writing affected your observation skills? 
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Ideation Workshop Exercises 

Exercise #1: Manipulative Verbs 

Background 

Works can be powerful image-making devices. A long-tested technique for 

creating many ideas about an environment uses a series of works to force us to visualize 

our challenge in unique and innovative ways. We can use words, specifically verbs, to 

manipulate a subject by changing its position or by altering its shape, function, size, etc. 

Manipulative verbs can produce a series of ideas in a short time. 

Example: The Design of a Gathering Plaza 

Verb                    Example 

Magnify              Boundaries unclear by raising the grade of the space in the center . 

Distort                 Plaza whose surface is warped in many directions. 

Squeeze               A place only 6 feet wide but 100 feet long. 

Invert                   A plaza where one walks up to and then moves down within. 

Extrude                A plaza which flows from the building getting ever larger. 

Other possible verbs (add your own): 

Multiply               Transpose                  Lighten                    Repel                 Smash 

Divide                   Dissect                      Repeat                     Segregate           Force 

Fluff up                 Submerge                 Thicken                    Integrate            Reduce 

Separate                Soften                        Stretch                     Rip                    Accentuate 
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Challenge 

Part A (20 minutes) 

Even though this ideation method is effective when working alone, to begin our 

workshop today we will works in groups to help expand and demonstrate the value of the 

technique. Often ideas tend to emerge more quickly and richly through the synaptic 

interaction of several minds. For this part you will be asked to work with two other 

selected classmates and brainstorm ideas for you campus walk environment You will be 

given several sheets of newsprint Elect a scribe in the group to record you group work. 

Write large so your work can be read from ten feet. 

1. Initially, your group should select 10 verbs and your scribe should record five 

along the left side of each sheet. 

2. In the middle of the sheet next to each verb write a phrase that your group feels 

would happen if you applied this verb to the campus walk environment. 

3. On the right side of the sheet do drawings visualizing each design idea? 

Suggestion: Write the phrase and develop the related drawing together while the idea is 

fresh in your group mind. 

Following the completion of the ideation for the 10 verbs, prepare to describe 

some of the better ideas to the class using the newsprint sheet as a resource. (20 minutes) 

Part B (20 minutes + 10 minutes) 

After class discussion each individual is asked to go back to his or her journal 

and, selecting five new verbs, use them to explore five other directions for the project. 

Use both descriptive words and related diagrams to explain each idea working 

individually this time in your journal. Following development of the five ideas in your 
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journal, share these with a neighbor -get your fellow student’s view on which direction 

has the best potential. Have fun, reserve judgment, let the ideas flow. 

Instruction for this exercise were adapted from Koberg/Bagnall, [The Universal 

Traveller: A soft System Guide to Creativity, Problem-Solving, and the Process of 

Reaching Goals.] 

Exercise #2: Morphological-Forced-Connections 

Background 

This is a method of developing ideas by finding new combinations of old pieces. 

The basic idea is to make a matrix of attributes from which you create random 

combinations. The technique is very simple: 

1. List the attributes of a situation or place. 

2. Below each attribute, write as many alternates that you can think of. 

3. When completed, make many random runs through the alternates, picking up a 

different one from each column and assembling the combinations into entirely 

new forms of your original subject. 

 

Description of creation from circled attributes: 

A linear space, bounded by trees on three sides, composed with arc & tangent 

geometry in accordance with a classical bilaterally symmetrical style. The elevation is 
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highest at the entrance alee, where a staircase descends from the entrance level to the 

fountain and pool. The floor is turf grass, the walks and pool are stonework, and the walls 

are hedge and tree. 

 

Challenge 

Part A 

Now focus on your knoll area design project and use the same format and three-

step process to develop your creations. You may add categories of your own if you wish. 

You will develop the text (1 paragraph) and drawing for two of these creations in your 

journal. You will have 20 minutes for the exercise. 

Part B 

Share your creation with someone new who may have used different attributes. 

Try to find someone you haven’t yet worked with. We often overlook ideas in our own 

work that may be more easily seen by others. Other people’s problems seems 

comparatively easy to solve, so grab your neighbor and exchange thoughts on your 

creations. Try to help each other find another creation. You will have ten minutes for this 

exercise. 
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Part C 

Summarize this discussion in your journals. Make sure you write down the other 

person’s thoughts about your creations. You will have ten minutes for this 

summarization. 

Exercise #3: Imagining People in Place through Narration and Looping 

Part A: Storytelling as an Ideation Technique 

Background 

One of the ways to come up with ideas for a site design that serves people’s needs 

is to create a scenario that makes your site real and immediate for someone. Many ideas 

you might not think of at first can be developed through narration. Imagine in vivid detail 

particular people in the place at a specific time for a reason and rush write a story about 

these people. As you develop a scenario, you will find yourself describing people’s 

needs, feeling, and particular environmental attributes that enhance or inhibit their 

situations. 

Below are some scenario beginnings that Roger Clemence dreamed up to start 

some storytelling about your current site. 

Scenario One 

It was a perfect spring day. Apple blossoms at their peak, warm breezes, bright 

sunshine... Ted knew it was the right day to declare his love for Mona. But what setting 

would be correct for declaring his love to her? He hesitated, thinking. Then suddenly, he 

knew. The KNOLL, a space each had known for over a year: that would be the perfect 

place. But what time should he choose? Ted needed help... words to call out that special 
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time, words from someone who would sense best the moods of the knoll, words from a 

gifted landscape architecture student… 

Scenario Two 

“Grandpa, “ Mary said, “I know it’s almost bedtime, but would you please tell us 

again (just the highlights) of the big blizzard of’ 88? Tell us what it was like walking 

across the knoll from Home Economics to old North Hall, back before old North Hall 

was torn down. And tell us about how you made it from North to AldenI1an when the 

winds were blowing oh so hard. Please, grandpa...” 

Scenario Three 

It was a record setter on the 26th of July. Jane sat on the knoll trying to write in 

her journal. The sun whitened out her notebook page and made her squint. The top of her 

head was host and her fingers sticky around her pen. She wished for shade and a puff of 

breeze to spur her thoughts... 

Part A Challenge 

Adopt one of the scenarios on the previous page and develop it in a 10-minute 

rush write in your journal. Or, make up your own characters, moment (date, time of day), 

and event and relate them to the knoll site in your current class project. Try to keep 

pushing your pen/pencil. You want to get ideas flowing and down on paper. (Write at the 

beginning of your entry the scenario number you choose. If you make up your own 

characters and situations label it as #4.) 

Part B Looping to Develop Ideas Further 

Background 
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Looping, or chained writing, is a way to push yourself further on a sketchy description or 

half-baked ideas, to explore another direction, to find an essence or to focus your 

thinking. The technique may be used at the beginning of a project and at other stages 

along the way. You can do looping as often as you’d like for your own needs.  

Here’s how the looping technique works ( as adapted from Anson and Wilcox, 

Writing In Context, 1988): 

• An author re-reads previous writing and, while reading, circles words, 

phrases, or passages that she finds interesting. 

• Then, the author picks one of the words/phrases and writes it down below 

the earlier writing. 

• This word/passage is a starting point for another timed session of writing. 

The writer explores whatever interesting leads occur to her. 

• When the rush writing session is done, the author re-reads what’s been 

written? She can circle any interesting words, phrases, or passages that 

interest her and pursue one of them in another rush write or go back to a 

word circled in an earlier session. A writer may use the technique as often 

as she’d like and explore words/ideas to suit her needs. 

Part B Example 

What follows is a sample rush write that used scenario three as a beginning. The 

writer has circled words and phrases that she thought worth exploring through more rush 

writing. She chose the phrase “path up the hill” as a departure for another link in her 

chain of writing about the knoll and the beginnings of that rush write are shown. 
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Words/phrases to explore in further rush writing: 

shade                         breeze                      spring                                 snow melt 

exposed to sun          escape                      regain composure               path up the hill 

left the path               bench                       timbered beds                     other people 

nook                          contemplate             groundskeeper                    clump of tulips 

high point                  respite                      stop again                           July/no respite 

one tree                     vista 

Beginning of the second rush write: 

Path up the hill - 

The path up the hill meandered. At the points of steepest incline there were stairs 

to break the grade. It was an asphalt path ... felt hot to Jane on this July day, but such a 
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path gripped and was easier to plow in winter than woodchips. The path was about six 

feet wide. There was enough width for people to pass each other easily as they walked 

from building to building on campus. The center of the path was unspokenly reserved for 

passers, those who were in a hurry between classes or just in general. Areas of worn grass 

testified that some of these hurried folks had cut across the meanders in the path to 

shorten their routes... 

Part B Challenge 

1. Reread the writing you did for Part A, circling the words/phrases that strike you 

as worth exploring in some more writing. Make a list of what you ‘ye circled below your 

text. 

2. Choose one of these words/phrases and write in the direction it takes you for 5 

minutes. 

3. Explore a second word/phrase from either of your previous texts for another 5 

minutes. 

Write quickly and stay loose—use looping today as a way to get ideas on paper. 

Summary Challenge 

After you’ve finished your scenario-related rush writing, take a couple minutes 

and jot down a few of your impressions about narration and looping as idea-generating 

techniques. At the end of Exercise #3 we’ll take a few minutes to discuss the directions 

the class explored through these techniques and how they worked. 
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Student Reflection Questions on the Knoll Design Project 

You are asked to reflect on your experience during the Knoll project by looking 

back through your journal. Enter in your journal at least three pages of thoughts on your 

experience do idea making during your work on the project. Address your comments to 

the following issues. Use the questions below as a guideline for your text 

1. Initially reflect on your entire idea making process from the time you received 

the project to the end. Tell us all the methods you used. Tell us how you actually came up 

with the idea you used to five organizations and meaning to the Knoll project. 

2. Reflect in general on which of the exercises explored during the ideation 

workshop seemed to help you in the process of coming up with ideas. Why might you use 

them again on other projects? 

3. Please explain how writing helped you come with ideas. What elements of the 

process of writing seem to be helpful in this regard? 

4. Explain how you would have gone about the business of idea-making without 

the exercises and without a focus on writing as a means to design. 

5. In general reflect on how you will now go about idea-making on future 

projects. 
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Litchfield Headquarters Design Project Program Statement 

(University of Minnesota Landscape Architecture Program 

LA 3082, Ecological and Aesthetic Informants of Design 

Roger Clemence, Michael Marxen) 

The Litchfield Headquarters Site 

In this project we will continue to examine ecological factors as they affect site 

design. Our focus shifts from the oak-maple forests of Wilder to the Oak Savanna and tall 

grass prairie of Meeker County. Similar to Wilder Forest, we will be looking for 

opportunities and constraints on human use. At the same time we will also examine the 

ecological factors that contribute to the landscape character and a sense of place. Ecology 

and aesthetics will merge under the parameters of a program set forth by your client, the 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

The primary goal of this project is to explore the relationships between the prairie 

wetland ecosystem and the planning, design and management of a visitor/office 

environment. 

Based on this goal, the Litchfield headquarters project should present design 

solutions to the following questions: 

A) What is the prairie wetland ecosystem and what are the major factors, which influence 

its health, its value, and its dynamic value? 

B) In what ways can the location and design of the buildings, roads, and trails reveal 

(vivify) the ecosystem to the people who will work at and visit the site? 

C) How can site management and development restore, protect, and enhance 

environmental quality and biotic diversity? 
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Project Background 

The Litchfield Wetland Management District is made up of over 23,000 acres of 

lands designated as Federal Waterfowl Production Areas (WPA’s) scattered throughout 8 

counties in south central Minnesota. These Waterfowl Production Areas are managed by 

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to provide the best possible conditions for wildlife, 

particularly waterfowl. The public can use these areas for nature study, wildlife 

observation and hunting. 

The Litchfield District is located in the prairie forest transition zone in Minnesota. 

Landscapes are characterized as generally rolling or flat, oak savanna with numerous 

wetland depressions scattered throughout A WPA landscape typically contains a wetland 

or series of wetlands surrounded by upland grasses for waterfowl nesting habitat The 

WPA’s range in size from 16 to 950 acres. Historically, many of these areas have been 

drained and intensively farmed over the years. Once the land is acquired by FWS, the 

wetlands are restored and uplands are planted with native warm season grasses such as 

bluestems, Indian grass, switch grass or side-oats grass. Management of these areas 

includes prescribed burning, water level manipulation (on some), wildlife inventories and 

predator removal. 

Program 

The Litchfield Wetland Management District plans to relocate its administrative 

facilities (currently in downtown Litchfield) to a new site 5 miles west of Litchfield in 

Meeker County. A new headquarters and visitor facility will be constructed on the 

Harvey WPA, which has recently been acquired for that purpose. A maintenance building 

will also be constructed within the boundaries of the WPA site. 
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The Fish and Wildlife Service wants the headquarters site to meet the following 

design criteria: 

1. Provide a variety of wildlife related outdoor opportunities for school groups, 

families, individuals, wildlife photographers, birdwatchers and Fish and Wildlife staff. 

Special emphasis should be placed on opportunities for education and demonstration of 

habitat management techniques. 

2. Site development should restore and highlight the prairie wetland ecosystem 

Site development should also demonstrate a sensitivity to and compatibility with wildlife 

and the ecological systems of the site. Landscape plantings proposed for visual interest 

and microclimate control should be Minnesota native species selected for their wildlife 

food, shelter, or nesting habitat. 

3. The proposed headquarters will function primarily as an administration facility 

and secondary as a public visitor information center. Approximately 20 staff will be 

located in the headquarters office building. The headquarters will also include a 

conference room for 50 people, exhibit space, reception/lobby, public restrooms and 

ample storage. Site features will include: public parking (including parking for two 

school buses), staff parking, wetland observation terrace or deck, entry road, landscape 

plantings, interpretive trail, utilities and other education related spaces. The focus of this 

project is on creative site planning and the facilities rather than on the detail design of 

parking facilities and other structures. Plans for two headquarter buildings will be 

provided to select from. One of these will provide a “footprint” for you to work with. The 

form of the structures is not intended to be a part of this project; however, if desired, your 

assignments on the architecture will be accepted. 
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4. The proposed maintenance facility will include an office, shop, cold storage, 

asphalt storage yard, gravel service yard, fuel facilities and parking. Existing plans for a 

similar building will be used for sitting purposes. 

Approximately 160 acres will be studied to determine the best locations for the 

buildings, roads, trail and other associated facilities. The landscape contains pern1anent 

wetlands as well as smaller drained wetlands, which should be restored. Much of the land 

has previously been fanned with the exception of a 20 acre wooded area on the east side 

of the main wetland. An existing building site is also located on the east side of the 

property, which can be considered for alternative uses. 

Schedule 

Mon. Feb. 12 

-Project assigned and site identified. 

-Identify project resources i.e., soils info, aerial photos, architectural plans, and 

misc. 

-Review/discuss project issues/concerns. 

-Project teams identified. 

-Individual Exercise #1 Assigned (Site Context Map) 

Wed. Feb. 14 

-Refuge Manager -Rob Bruesewitz in class 

-Show slides; discuss wetland and grassland ecosystems, and restoration 

-”Client Interview”, Project Discussion 

Individual Exercise #2 Assigned (Site Exercise Map) 
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Fri. Feb. 16 

-Class visit to site. (1:00 -6:00) 

-Discuss project with manager Sam Waldstein 

Mon. Feb. 19 

-Project Discussion and Documentation 

-Exercise #1 Due 

Wed. Feb. 21 -Team Effort to Develop preliminary Site Plan Concepts 

Fri. Feb. 23 -Further Development of Concept w/Critique 

Mon. Feb. 26 -Second Site Visit (Infom1a1ly Present Ideas To Client) 

Wed. Feb. 28 

-Writing Workshop for Fish and Wildlife Client 

-purpose 

-Audience 

-Structure 

Fri. Mar. 2 

-Desk Crits 

-Exercise #2 Due 

Mon. Mar .5 -Desk Crits 

Wed. Mar. 7 -Dry Run of Verbal Presentations 

Fri. Mar. 9 

-Final presentation of Minnesota Valley Interpretive Center. 

Primarily Fish and Wildlife audience 2:00 p.m 

Mon. Mar. 12 -Presentation to LA Faculty 1:30- 5:30 
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Support Materials Include: 

A topographic map (1’ contours), a soils map, hydrologic atlas, other maps, books, and 

aerial photographs of the site are available to analyze soils, climate, vegetation, and 

wildlife habitat and landscape quality. Architectural plans for a headquarters and a 

maintenance building are also available as examples of the size and type of buildings to 

be considered. These examples will be used to the extent possible. Modifications can be 

made to these buildings to fit the site. 

Helpful reading: 

Adams, L. and Dove L., Wildlife Reserves and Corridors In the Urban Env. 
 
Forman, T. and Godron, M., Landscape Ecology. Chapters 3, 4, 9, 10, 11,14. 
 
Henderson, C. Landscaping for Wildlife. MN DNR Nongame Wildlife Program 
 
Hubbard, D., Glaciated Prairie Wetland. Functions and Values. FWS. 
 
Schoeder, RL., Habitat SuitabilitY Index Models: Wildlife S~es Richness in 
Shelterbelts. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
 
Scholten, H. Farmstead Shelterbelts. Minnesota Extension Service, U of M 
 
Western Reg. Env. Council, Project Wild. Conceptual Framework. 
 

Submittals 

Individual: 

-Exercise #1 Site Context and Map 

-Exercise #2 Site Essence Map and Text 

Group: 

-Site Content Map and Text 

-Site Essence Map and Text 

-Schematic Diagram of Site Design 
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-Illustrative Site Plan 

-At least 3 Perspective Sketches and 2 Schematic Sections. 

-Appropriate narrative to communicate your design proposal on the plans and in 8 

½ x 11 inch format 
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Communications Workshop III Exercises 
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Workshop III Exercises 

COMMUNICATIONS WORKSHOP: AGENDA 

Exercise # 1 Imagining A Written Product 

Part A. Journal Writing (5 minutes) 

For the Litchfield design assignment the instructors have asked students to 

produce “an appropriate narrative to communicate your design proposal...in 8 ½ x11 inch 

format “ 

Students are asked to take five minutes and describe individually in their journals 

the product each is imagining: It’s all done. What does it say? What does it look like? 

What does it do that your oral presentation and presentation plans do or don’t do? (i.e., 

How is it like/different from them?)  

Part B. Class Inventory of Written Product Characteristics (15 + minutes) 

Paul Damon serves as scribe on the overhead projector as the class lists their ideas about 

how they imagine the written piece they’ve been asked to produce. (Students get 

photocopy at end of class session.) 

Exercise #2 Defining the Communications Situation (15 + minutes) 

Class receives handout on four elements (subject, audience, purpose, context) to 

consider in a writing situation. Paul Damon serves as scribe at overhead projector as class 

together produces list of characteristics under each category for their Litchfield design-

writing situation. (Students get photocopy at end of class session.) 

Exercise #3 

Part A. More Journal Writing about Written Product (7 minutes) 
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Students are asked once again to write in their journals. This time they are asked 

to summarize what they want to take away from the discussion: What insights or issues 

has this session brought about or raised about the written product that you want to take 

back to your group as you proceed on the written piece? How are you imagining a written 

product now? 

Part B. Class Inventory of Insights/Issues (10 minutes) 

Paul again will serve as scribe on the overhead as members provide feedback 

about insights, issues they see as important as they move on to produce their written 

narrative. (Students get photocopy at end of class session.) 

COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP: Defining Your Writing Situation 

It can help if you define your writing situation before you begin to write. Four 

interrelated elements help you define a writing situation. These elements include: the 

writing context, the subject to be written about, the audience and its needs, and the 

author’s purpose. 

Interrelated Elements of a Writing Situation: 

Writing Context 

Define the setting for this writing. What’s going on around the piece that is 

important to take into account: Part of a larger scene? Tight deadline? Joint authorship? 

Counts x% of your grade? 

Subject 

Define what you are writing about. List what topics should be included. (You 

might also want to list in a separate column things that you’ve considered and discarded 

as not being relevant.) 
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Audience 

Define who you are writing for and what their ~are. Break your audience down 

into categories, or even individuals, to understand better who it is you are writing to. 

Writer’s purpose 

Why do this written piece? What objectives should be achieved as a result of this 

written product? 
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Exercises Developed for Workshop III That Were Not Used 
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Exercises Developed for Workshop III That Were Not Used 

Building an Issue Tree 

Background 

Each writing situation imposes its own demands on what we write. Writing a 

letter to ask for a job requires a type of writing different from research paper. Matching a 

written product to the demands of a particular situation can be easily accomplished. The 

following is a quick technique that will help you understand what your writing involves. 

You have already defined your subject and your audience. Now we will focus and 

develop your subject in relation to your audience. 

Treeing 

Treeing, or making an issue tree, is a simple and effective method of organizing 

your subject. It differs from traditional methods of outlining in the following way: you 

will produce a group of ideas from your subject material, rather than write to fill an 

outline in. The product of this technique is a graphic layout of ideas. 

“Treeing” will help you in two ways. First, it will help you organize the ideas you 

have generated. At the same time you will be able to visualize the whole argument and 

see how the parts fit together. Trees can also help you generate new ideas. A traditional 

outline only arranges facts that you already know. Trees can point to missing links in 

your argument and help you to create new concepts. 

Example 

Woody Rootstock is a struggling Landscape Architect. He has just completed a 

design project for a residential community in Minneapolis. This community is unusual 

because it is composed primarily of Native Americans. The residents were concerned 
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about crime and safety, as well as enriching their environment. They had also expressed a 

wish for cultural expression. Woody’s design had met with great success, and he is now 

face with the task of writing a report that describes the project The report will be given to 

the ASLA as part of a design competition. Woody defined his writing situation to prepare 

for his writing task. In order to organize his ideas, Woody wanted to try a new technique 

called “treeing.” He knew that treeing was a method for producing groupings of issues 

and ideas, so he started with the following thoughts: 

• There are significant social issues involved. 

• The cultura1 expression enriched the design. 

• The residents were involved in the design process. 

• The image of this community in the larger public’s eye. 

• The design involved a creative response to common functional problems. 

Because the report was going to be read by the ASLA jury, Woody knew thy 

would be interested in his design process as well as details that only Landscape 

Architects are familiar with. With this in mid, Woody added the following ideas to his 

list: 

• Through a participatory process, the residents directly influenced both 

analysis and design. 

• The design concept had centered around the resident’s concept of time and 

space. 

From this list of ideas, Woody drew the following tree: 
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Challenge 

Develop an issue tree for your design project. Work in the same group you 

worked with in your design class. List your ideas on one side of the large chart paper you 

have been provided with. On the other, develop a tree from those ideas. Refer back to 

exercise #1 to help you identify your situation.  
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Appendix J 

Student Reflection Questions on the 

Litchfield Headquarters Design Project 
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Student Reflection Questions on the Litchfield Headquarters Design Project 

1. Did the initial exercise of “Imagining a Written Product” for the Litchfield project 

help in visualizing a needed communication? Please explain. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Did the discussion of “Defining Your Communication Situation” help in defining 

who was the “real” audience and their needs and wants? Please explain. How did 

using the elements of writing, Subject, purpose, Audience, and Context, help in 

imagining a more effective communication? 

 

 

 

 

3. Discuss how the journal and relation discussion helped in clarifying your group’s 

written product. Did you imagine your written products differently when you 

were asked to summarize in your journal at the end of the workshop? Please 

explain. 
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